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Hello! My name is Rev. Matt Hale and I am the Director of the Creativity Movement, an
Benjamin Franklin
organization which is dedicated to the dissemination of truth and the pursuit of justice. I have created this
Warned Against the
special newspaper, which the Creativity Movement has funded, to provide you with vital information
Jews
which both the government and the media have gone to great lengths to prevent you from discovering,
information which deals directly with our future and the future of our children, a future which is very
The Kosher Food much in doubt at the present time.
Tax
Our people are apt to ignore that which does not obviously and directly affect them. Many people
Jews Constitute a
presume that since they are doing well now, they will continue to do well in the future. We must
Majority in Clinton remember, however, that though some things in our country may be good now, they won't always
Administration! necessarily remain so. Though most of us have a refrigerator full of food, steady employment, and feel
relatively safe in our homes and on the streets, if we do not remain vigilant, the day may come in which
Quotations About these things will be considered luxuries and our children may live a life many times worse than our own.
Jews By the Jews
Themselves
Already, it has been reported that the youngest generation (25 years and younger) will have, for
the first time in this country, a lower standard of living than their parents. The only thing that can prevent
The Facts of Massive this phenomenon from being repeated is the efforts of the people. No person is too small or too large to
Payments to Israel do their part to insure a prosperous future for our future generations.
The Facts On Illegal
It has been said that without accurate information, an accurate judgment cannot be formed. For
Immigration
example, if a person were to program a calculator that 2 X 2 equals 17, it would hardly be surprising if all
of the calculator's mathematical calculations were erroneous from there on out. We in turn believe that
The Screaming
many of our people have erroneous opinions on issues of huge importance because they have been given
Numbers of Black false information, as well as have been denied an opportunity to view truthful information.
On White Crime
In fact, it is difficult, if not impossible, for people to come up with an accurate conclusion if the
The Biological
only information they have been presented with has been false. With this in mind, we have presented you
Differences Between with many facts which most of our people have never been presented with before.
The Races
Due to the very reality that both the government and the media have kept these facts from you,
The Importance of some of these facts may seem shocking. This they certainly are. However, shocking facts are no less true
Race in History just as the fact that the world is round is no less true because at one time people thought this fact also,
"shocking."
Quotes on Race
I urge you to read the pages that follow carefully, keeping an open mind, from the beginning to the
The Ball Is Now In end, without skipping around, and further recommend that you take breaks as many of the facts presented
Your Corner!
will take time to digest. These facts are presented in as objective manner as possible, with only a few
subjective comments on my part designed to summarize why the facts are important and provide
additional food for thought.

My emphasis is not on changing your mind (though I will of course be happy if I do) but on
making it possible for you to change your mind. For most of these facts, I have provided documentation
and urge you to confirm these facts for yourself if you may be skeptical. We do not present the solution in
this publication to the distressing facts you will read. It is not the purpose of this publication to do that
and nor do we have sufficient space.
However, there are two key books which completely set forth the solution and which will be
mentioned in these pages. I hope that upon reading these facts, you will indeed decide to obtain these
books to find out what we can do about them. We truly believe that knowledge of these facts are
absolutely necessary to an understanding of why things are as they are in this country and absolutely
necessary towards combating those evils threatening our people's welfare. The bottom line is that we
have put this publication before you, without any gain to ourselves, because we care.
Yours Truly,

Rev. Matt Hale
The Creativity Movement

Like you, at one time I believed that the essential difference between Jews and Christians was that
the Jews believed in the Old Testament and the Christians believed in the New Testament. The truth is
that their "real bible" is The Talmud. The Jewish book "The Mitzbeach" states that "there is nothing
superior to 'Holy Talmud'." While the Jews profess to be attached to the Old Testament to the outside
world, the real essence of the Jewish creed is not the Old Testament as such, not the books of Moses, but
The Talmud.
There are several branches of Jewry such as the Orthodox, Reform, Liberal, Conservative,
Sephardim, Ashkanazim, Zionist, etc., but they all use The Talmud in their synagogues, just as all
different branches of Christians use the same Bible. The Talmud is made up of 63 books in 524 chapters
and is often printed in 18 large volumes. It was written by Rabbis between the years 200AD and 500AD.
It basically contains all the Jewish laws in their relationships between each other, and also in relationship
of the Jews towards the Gentiles.
Eight Catholic popes condemned the Talmud. Martin Luther, founder of the Protestant Church,
ordered it burned. Pope Clement VIII declared, "The impious Talmudic, Cabalistic and other wicked
books of the Jews are hereby entirely condemned and they must always remain condemned and
prohibited and this law must be perpetually observed." The Talmud holds that only Jews are true human
beings and Gentiles are "goyim" (meaning cattle or beast). The following are shocking but exact quotes
from the various books of "The Talmud."
1. Sanhedrin 59a: "Murdering Goyim is like killing a wild animal."
2. Abodah Zara 26b: "Even the best of the Gentiles should be killed."
3. Sanhedrin 59a: "A goy (Gentile) who pries into The Law (Talmud) is guilty of death."
4. Libbre David 37: "To communicate anything to a Goy about our religious relations would be
equal to the killing of all Jews, for if the Goyim knew what we teach about them, they would kill us
openly."
5. Libbre David 37: "If a Jew be called upon to explain any part of the rabbinic books, he ought to
give only a false explanation. Who ever will violate this order shall be put to death."
6. Yebhamoth 11b: "Sexual intercourse with a little girl is permitted if she is three years of age."

7. Schabouth Hag. 6d: "Jews may swear falsely by use of subterfuge wording."
8. Hilkkoth Akum X1: "Do not save Goyim in danger of death."
9. Hilkkoth Akum X1: "Show no mercy to the Goyim."
10. Choschen Hamm 388, 15: "If it can be proven that someone has given the money of Israelites
to the Goyim, a way must be found after prudent consideration to wipe him off the face of the earth."
11. Choschen Hamm 266,1: "A Jew may keep anything he finds which belongs to the Akum
(Gentile). For he who returns lost property (to Gentiles) sins against the Law by increasing the power of
the transgressors of the Law. It is praiseworthy, however, to return lost property if it is done to honor the
name of God, namely, if by so doing, Christians will praise the Jews and look upon them as honorable
people."
12. Szaaloth-Utszabot, The Book of Jore Dia 17: "A Jew should and must make a false oath when
the Goyim asks if our books contain anything against them."
13. Baba Necia 114, 6: "The Jews are human beings, but the nations of the world are not human
beings but beasts."
14. Simeon Haddarsen, fol. 56-D: "When the Messiah comes every Jew will have 2800 slaves."
15. Nidrasch Talpioth, p. 225-L: "Jehovah created the non-Jew in human form so that the Jew
would not have to be served by beasts. The non-Jew is consequently an animal in human form, and
condemned to serve the Jew day and night."
16. Aboda Sarah 37a: "A Gentile girl who is three years old can be violated."
17. Gad. Shas. 2:2: "A Jew may violate but not marry a non-Jewish girl."
18. Tosefta. Aboda Zara B, 5: "If a goy kills a goy or a Jew, he is responsible; but if a Jew kills a
goy, he is NOT responsible."
19. Schulchan Aruch, Choszen Hamiszpat 388: "It is permitted to kill a Jewish denunciator
everywhere. It is permitted to kill him even before he denounces."
20. Schulchan Aruch, Choszen Hamiszpat 348: "All property of other nations belongs to the
Jewish nation, which, consequently, is entitled to seize upon it without any scruples."
21. Tosefta, Abda Zara VIII, 5: "How to interpret the word 'robbery.' A goy is forbidden to steal,
rob, or take women slaves, etc., from a goy or from a Jew. But a Jew is NOT forbidden to do all this to a
goy."
22. Seph. Jp., 92, 1: "God has given the Jews power over the possessions and blood of all

nations."
23. Schulchan Aruch, Choszen Hamiszpat 156: "When a Jew has a Gentile in his clutches, another
Jew may go to the same Gentile, lend him money and in turn deceive him, so that the Gentile shall be
ruined. For the property of a Gentile, according to our law, belongs to no one, and the first Jew that
passes has full right to seize it."
24. Schulchan Aruch, Johre Deah, 122: "A Jew is forbidden to drink from a glass of wine which a
Gentile has touched, because the touch has made the wine unclean."
25. Nedarim 23b: "He who desires that none of his vows made during the year be valid, let him
stand at the beginning of the year and declare, 'Every vow which I may make in the future shall be null'.
His vows are then invalid."
We could provide many more quotes from this offensive book, but I believe that the point is clear:
The Jews are involved in what can be called, and indeed has been called, a conspiracy against all
mankind and will take whatever steps they deem necessary for them to dominate the rest of the world. It
is because of these beliefs, and the willingness of the Jews to act upon them, that "anti-semitism" exists
and perhaps the reason why the Jews have been disliked and driven out of every nation in which they
have inhabited at least once. In the pages that follow, I hope to make clear to you just how far the Jews
have gotten with this Talmudic conspiracy.

Electronic News & Entertainment Media
The largest media conglomerate today is Walt Disney Company, whose chairman and CEO,
Michael Eisner, is a Jew. The Disney Empire, headed by a man described by one media analyst as a
"control freak", includes several television production companies (Walt Disney Television, Touchstone
Television, Buena Vista Television), its own cable network with 14 million subscribers, and two video
production companies.
As for feature films, the Walt Disney Picture Group, headed by Joe Roth (also a Jew), includes
Touchstone Pictures, Hollywood Pictures, and Caravan Pictures. Disney also owns Miramax Films, run
by the Weinstein brothers. When the Disney Company was run by the Gentile Disney family prior to its
takeover by Eisner in 1984, it epitomized wholesome, family entertainment. While it still holds the rights
to Snow White, under Eisner, the company has expanded into the production of graphic sex and violence.
In addition, it has 225 affiliated stations in the United States and is part owner of several European TV
companies.
ABC's cable subsidiary, ESPN, is headed by president and CEO Steven Bornstein, a Jew. This
corporation also has a controlling share of Lifetime Television and the Arts & Entertainment Network
cable companies. ABC Radio Network owns eleven AM and ten FM stations, again in major cities such
as New York, Washington, Los Angeles, and has over 3,400 affiliates. Although primarily a
telecommunications company, Capital Cities/ABC earned over $1 billion in publishing in 1994. It owns
seven daily newspapers, Fairchild Publications, Chilton Publications, and the Diversified Publishing
Group.
Time Warner, Inc, is the second of the international media leviathans. The chairman of the board
and CEO, Gerald Levin, is a Jew. Time Warner's subsidiary HBO is the country's largest pay-TV cable
network. Warner Music is by far the world's largest record company, with 50 labels, the biggest of which
is Warner Brothers Records, headed by Danny Goldberg. Stuart Hersch is president of Warnervision,
Warner Music's video production unit. Goldberg and Hersch are Jews. Warner Music was an early
promoter of "gangsta rap." Through its involvement with Interscope Records, it helped popularize a genre
whose graphic lyrics explicitly urge Blacks to commit acts of violence against Whites.
In addition to cable and music, Time Warner is heavily involved in the production of feature films
(Warner Brothers Studio) and publishing. Time Warner's publishing division (editor-in-chief Norman
Pearlstine, a Jew) is the largest magazine publisher in the country (Time, Sports Illustrated, People,
Fortune).

When Ted Turner, a Gentile, made a bid to buy CBS in 1985, there was panic in media
boardrooms across the nation. Turner made a fortune in advertising and then had built a successful cableTV news network, CNN. Although Turner employed a number of Jews in key executive positions in
CNN and had never taken public positions contrary to Jewish interests, he is a man with a large ego and a
strong personality and was regarded by Chairman William Paley (real name Palinsky, a Jew) and the
other Jews at CBS as uncontrollable: a loose cannon who might at some time in the future turn against
them.
Furthermore, Jewish newsman Daniel Schorr, who had worked for Turner, publicly charged that
his former boss held a personal dislike for Jews. To block Turner's bid, CBS executives invited billionaire
Jewish theater, hotel, insurance, and cigarette magnate Laurence Tisch to launch a "friendly" takeover of
the company, and from 1986 till 1995 Tisch was the chairman and CEO of CBS, removing any threat of
non-Jewish influence there. Subsequent efforts by Turner to acquire a major network have been
obstructed by Levin's Time Warner, which owns nearly 20 percent of CBS stock and has veto power over
major deals.
Viacom, Inc, headed by Sumner Redstone (born Murray Rothstein), a Jew, is the third largest
megamedia corporation in the country, with revenues of over $10 billion a year. Viacom, which produces
and distributes TV programs for the three largest networks, owns 12 television stations and 12 radio
stations. It produces feature films through Paramount Pictures, headed by Jewess Sherry Lansing. Its
publishing division includes Prentice Hall, Simon & Schuster, and Pocket Books. It distributes videos
through over 4,000 Blockbuster stores. Viacom's chief claim to fame, however, is as the world's largest
provider of cable programming, through its Showtime, MTV, Nickelodeon, and other networks. Since
1989, MTV and Nickelodeon have acquired larger and larger shares of the younger television audience.
With the top three, and by far the largest, media companies in the hand of Jews, it is difficult to
believe that such an overwhelming degree of control came about without a deliberate, concerted effort on
their part. What about the other big media companies? Number four on the list is Rupert Murdoch's News
Corporation, which owns Fox Television and 20th Century Fox Films. Murdoch is a Gentile, but Peter
Chermin, who heads Murdoch's film studio and also oversees his TV production, is a Jew. Number five is
the Japanese Sony Corporation, whose U.S. subsidiary, Sony Corporation of America, is run by Michael
Schulhof, a Jew. Alan Levine, another Jew, heads the Sony Pictures division.
Most of the television and movie production companies that are not owned by the largest
corporations are also controlled by Jews. For example, New World Entertainment, proclaimed by one
media analyst as "the premiere independent TV program producer in the United States," is owned by
Ronald Perelman, a Jew. The best known of the smaller media companies, Dreamworks SKG, is a strictly
kosher affair. Dream Works was formed in 1994 amid great media hype by recording industry mogul
David Geffen, former Disney Pictures chairman Jeffrey Katzenberg, and film director Steven Spielberg,
all three of whom are Jews. The company produces movies, animated films, television programs, and
recorded music. Two other large production companies, MCA and Universal Pictures, are both owned by
Seagram Company, Ltd. The president and CEO of Seagram, the liquor giant, is Edgar Bronfman Jr.,
who is also president of the World Jewish Congress.

It is well known that Jews have controlled the production and distribution of films since the
inception of the movie industry in the early decades of the 20th century. This is still the case today. Films
produced by just the five largest motion picture companies mentioned above--Disney, Warner Brothers,
Sony, Paramount (Viacom), and Universal (Seagram)--accounted for 74 per cent of the total box-office
receipts for the first eight months of 1995.
The big three in television network broadcasting used to be ABC, CBS, and NBC. With the
consolidation of the media empires, these three are no longer independent entities. While they were
independent, however, each was controlled by a Jew since its inception: ABC by Leonard Goldenson,
CBS first by William Paley and then by Lawrence Tisch, and NBC first by David Sarnoff and then by his
son Robert.
Over periods of several decades, these networks were staffed from top to bottom with Jews, and
the essential Jewishness of network television did not change when the networks were absorbed by other
corporations. The Jewish presence in television news remains particularly strong.
As noted, ABC is part of Eisner's Disney Company, and the executive producers of ABC's news
programs are all Jews: Victor Neufeld (20-20), Bob Reichbloom (Good Morning America), and Rick
Kaplan (World News Tonight). CBS was recently purchased by Westinghouse Electric Corporation.
Nevertheless, the man appointed by Lawrence Tisch, Eric Ober, remains president of CBS News, and
Ober is a Jew. At NBC, now owned by General Electric, NBC News president Andrew Lack is a Jew, as
are executive producers Jeff Zucker (Today), Jeff Gralnick (NBC Nightly News), and Neal Shapiro
(Dateline).
The Print Media After television news, daily newspapers are the most influential information
medium in America. Sixty million of them are sold (and presumably read) each day. These millions are
divided among some 1,500 different publications. One might conclude that the sheer number of different
newspapers across America would provide a safeguard against Jewish control and distortion. However,
this is not the case. There is less independence, less competition, and much less representation of our
interests than a casual observer would think.
The days when most cities and even towns had several independently owned newspapers
published by local people with close ties to the community are gone. Today, most "local" newspapers are
owned by a rather small number of large companies controlled by executives who live and work
hundreds or ever thousands of miles away.
The fact is that only about 25 per cent of the country's 1,500 papers are independently owned; the
rest belong to multi-newspaper chains. Only a handful are large enough to maintain independent
reporting staffs outside their own communities; the rest depend on these few for all of their national and
international news.
The Newhouse empire of Jewish brothers Samuel and Donald Newhouse provides an example of

more than the lack of real competition among America's daily newspapers: it also illustrates the insatiable
appetite Jews have shown for all the organs of opinion control on which they could fasten their grip. The
Newhouses own 26 daily newspapers, including several large and important ones, such as the Cleveland
Plain Dealer, the Newark Star-Ledger, and the New Orleans Times-Picayune; the nation's largest trade
book publishing conglomerate, Random House, with all its subsidiaries; Newhouse Broadcasting,
consisting of 12 television broadcasting stations and 87 cable-TV systems, including some of the
country's largest cable networks; the Sunday supplement Parade, with a circulation of more than 22
million copies per week; some two dozen major magazines, including the New Yorker, Vogue,
Madmoiselle, Glamour, Vanity Fair, Bride's, Gentlemen's Quarterly, Self, House & Garden, and all the
other magazines of the wholly owned Conde Nast group.
This Jewish media empire was founded by the late Samuel Newhouse, an immigrant from Russia.
The gobbling up of so many newspapers by the Newhouse family was in large degree made possible by
the fact that newspapers are not supported by their subscribers, but by their advertisers. It is advertising
revenue--not the small change collected from a newspaper's readers--that largely pays the editor's salary
and yields the owner's profit.
Whenever the large advertisers in a city choose to favor one newspaper over another with their
business, the favored newspaper will flourish while its competitor dies. Since the beginning of the 20th
century, when Jewish mercantile power in America became a dominant economic force, there has been a
steady rise in the number of American newspapers in Jewish hands, accompanied by a steady decline in
the number of competing Gentile newspapers--primarily as a result of selective advertising policies by
Jewish merchants.
Furthermore, even those newspapers still under Gentile ownership and management are so
thoroughly dependent upon Jewish advertising revenue that their editorial and news reporting policies are
largely constrained by Jewish likes and dislikes. It holds true in the newspaper business as elsewhere that
he who pays the piper calls the tune.
Three Jewish Newspapers
The suppression of competition and the establishment of local monopolies on the dissemination of
news and opinion have characterized the rise of Jewish control over America's newspapers. The resulting
ability of the Jews to use the press as an unopposed instrument of Jewish policy could hardly be better
illustrated than by the examples of the nation's three most prestigious and influential newspapers: the
New York Times, the Wall Street Journal, and the Washington Post.
These three, dominating America's financial and political capitals, are the newspapers which set
the trends and the guidelines for nearly all the others. They are the ones which decide what is news and
what isn't, at the national and international levels. They originate the news; the others merely copy it, and
all three newspapers are in Jewish hands.
The New York Times was founded in 1851 by two Gentiles, Henry Raymond and George Jones.

After their deaths, it was purchased in 1896 from Jones's estate by a wealthy Jewish publisher, Adolph
Ochs. His great-grandson, Arthur Ochs Sulzberger, Jr., is the paper's current publisher and CEO. The
executive editor is Max Frankel, and the managing editor is Joseph Lelyveld. Both of the latter are also
Jews. The Sulzberger family also owns, through the New York Times Co., 33 other newspapers,
including the Boston Globe; twelve magazines, including McCall's and Family Circle with circulations of
more than 5 million each; seven radio and TV broadcasting stations; a cable-TV system; and three book
publishing companies. The New York Times News Service transmits news stories, features, and
photographs from the New York Times by wire to 506 other newspapers, news agencies, and magazines.
Of similar national importance is the Washington Post, which, by establishing its "leaks"
throughout government agencies in Washington, has an inside track on news involving the Federal
government. The Washington Post, like the New York Times, had a non-Jewish origin. It was established
in 1877 by Stilson Hutchins, purchased from him in 1905 by John McLean, and later inherited by Edward
McLean.
In June 1933, however, at the height of the Great Depression, the newspaper was forced into
bankruptcy. It was purchased at a bankruptcy auction by Eugene Meyer, a Jewish financier. The
Washington Post is now run by Katherine Meyer Graham, Eugene Meyer's daughter. She is the principal
stockholder and the board chairman of the Washington Post Co. In 1979, she appointed her son Donald
publisher of the paper. He now also holds the posts of president and CEO of the Washington Post Co.
The Washington Post Co. has a number of other media holdings in newspapers, television, and
magazines, most notably the nation's number-two weekly newsmagazine, Newsweek.
The Wall Street Journal, which sells 1.8 million copies each weekday, is the nation's largestcirculation daily newspaper. It is owned by Dow Jones & Company, Inc., a New York corporation which
also publishes 24 other daily newspapers and the weekly financial tabloid Barron's, among other things.
The chairman and CEO of Dow Jones is Peter Kann, who is a Jew. Kann also holds the posts of chairman
and publisher of the Wall Street Journal.
Most of New York's other major newspapers are in no better hands than the New York Times and
the Wall Street Journal. The New York Daily News is owned by Jewish real-estate developer Mortimer
B. Zuckerman. The Village Voice is the personal property of Leonard Stern, the billionaire Jewish owner
of the Hartz Mountain pet supply firm.
Other Mass Media
The story is pretty much the same for other media as it is for television, radio, and newspapers.
Consider, for example, newsmagazines. There are only three of any note published in the United States:
Time, Newsweek, and U.S. News and World Report. Time, with a weekly circulation of 4.1 million, is
published by a susidiary of Time Warner Communications.
The CEO of Time Warner Communications, as mentioned above, is Gerald Levin, a Jew.
Newsweek, as mentioned above, is published by the Washington Post Company, under the Jewess

Katherine Meyer Graham. Its weekly circulation is 3.2 million. U.S. News & World Report, with a
weekly circulation of 2.3 million, is owned and published by Mortimer Zuckerman, a Jew. Zuckerman
also owns the Atlantic Monthly and New York's tabloid newspaper, the Daily News, which is the sixthlargest paper in the country.
Among the giant book-publishing conglomerates, the situation is also Jewish. Three of the six
largest book publishers in the U.S., according to Publisher's Weekly, are owned or controlled by Jews.
The three are first-place Random House (with its many subsidiaries, including Crown Publishing Group),
third-place Simon & Schuster, and sixth-place Time Warner Trade Group (including Warner Books and
Little, Brown). Another publisher of special significance is Western Publishing. Although it ranks only
13th in size among all U.S. publishers, it ranks first among publishers of children's books, with more than
50 percent of the market. Its chairman and CEO is Richard Snyder, a Jew, who just replaced Richard
Bernstein, also a Jew.
The Effect of Jewish Control of the Media
These are the facts of Jewish media control in America. Anyone willing to spend several hours in
a large library can verify their accuracy. I hope that these facts are disturbing to you, to say the least.
Should any minority be allowed to wield such awesome power? Certainly, not and allowing a people with
beliefs such as expressed in the Talmud, to determine what we get to read or watch in effect gives this
small minority the power to mold our minds to suit their own Talmudic interests, interests which as we
have demonstrated are diametrically opposed to the interests of our people.
By permitting the Jews to control our news and entertainment media, we are doing more than
merely giving them a decisive influence on our political system and virtual control of our government;
we also are giving them control of the minds and souls of our children, whose attitudes and ideas are
shaped more by Jewish television and Jewish films than by their parents, their schools, or any other
influence.

For decades, the White people of America have been subjected to a continual barrage from Blacks
and others that you and I are somehow responsible for the African slave trade and that we need to atone
for our "sins." There are a number of flaws with the idea that we are somehow responsible for the African
slave trade.
First of all, very few White people even owned slaves--slavery was a rich man's pursuit, and
slavery did not exist amongst the middle and working classes of White people.
Second of all, even if every one of us had an ancestor who owned slaves (which is an extremely
unlikely proposition), it makes little sense to blame the children for the supposed sins of their fathers.
Third of all, it is a fact that Blacks sold their own kind into slavery. As this is the case, Blacks are
every bit as much to blame for slavery as are Whites.
Fourth, European Whites did not bring the slaves to America. On the contrary, it was the Asiatic
Jews who brought them here (as Louis Fahrakkan has also pointed out). Below is a listing of the Jewish
slave ships and the Jewish owners of them.
Name of ship

Owners

Real ethnicity

Abigail
Crown
Nassau
Four Sisters
Anne & Eliza
Prudent Betty
Hester
Elizabeth
Antigua
Betsy
Polly
White Horse
Expedition
Charlotte
Caracoa

Aaron Lopez, Moses Levy, Jacob Franks
Issac Levy and Nathan Simpson
Moses Levy
Moses Levy
Justus Bosch and John Abrams
Henry Cruger and Jacob Phoenix
Mordecai and David Gomez
Mordecai and David Gomez
Nathan Marston and Abram Lyell
Wm. De Woolf
James De Woolf
Jan de Sweevts
John and Jacob Roosevelt
Moses and Sam Levy and Jacob Franks
Moses and Sam Levy

Jews
Jews
Jew
Jew
Jews
Jews
Jews
Jews
Jews
Jew
Jew
Jew
Jews
Jews
Jews

Source: Elizabeth Donnan, 4 Volumes, 'Documents Illustrative of the History of the Slave Trade to
America' Washington, D.C. 1930, 1935 Carnegie Institute of Technology, Pittsburgh, Pa.
So, my fellow White American, there is nothing whatsoever to feel guilty about concerning
slavery and it is time to quit apologizing for something others are responsible for. Besides, approximately
six hundred thousand White soldiers died in the American Civil War. Have you ever heard of Blacks
paying homage to or thanking these men?

"They (the Jews) work more effectively against us than the enemy's armies. They are a hundred times
more dangerous to our liberties and the great cause we are engaged in. It is much to be lamented that
each state, long ago, has not hunted them down as pests to society and the greatest enemies we have to
the happiness of America."
Source: Maxims of George Washington by A.A. Appleton & Co.

As the American colonies rose in revolt against political oppression occasioned by the attempt of
Jewish banking houses in Europe to consolidate their economic foothold in the New World, no man
among the Founding Fathers was more alert to the designs of international Jewry than that shrewd elder
statesman of the American Revolution, Benjamin Franklin. Perhaps Ben Franklin's most damning
indictment of Jewry was contained in his famous prophecy at the Constitutional Convention of 1787 in
Philadelphia. In one of the most anti-Jewish utterances of all time, he declared:
"I fully agree with General Washington, that we must protect this young nation from an insidious
influence and impenetration. That menace, gentlemen, is the Jews. In whatever country Jews have settled
in any great number, they have lowered its moral tone; depreciated its commercial integrity; have
segregated themselves and have not been assimilated; have sneered at and tried to undermine the
Christian religion upon which that nation was founded by objecting to its restrictions; have built up a
state within a state; and when opposed have tried to strangle that country to death financially, as in the
case of Spain and Portugal.
"For over 1700 hundred years, the Jews have been bewailing their sad fate in that they have been
exiled from their homeland, as they call Palestine. But, gentlemen, did the world give it to them in fee
simple, they would at once find some reason for not returning. Why? Because they are vampires, and
vampires do not live on vampires. They cannot live only amongst themselves. They must subsist on
Christians and other people not of their race. If you do not exclude them from these United States in the
Constitution, in less than 200 years they will have swarmed here in such great numbers that they will
dominate and devour the land, and change our form of government, for which we Americans have shed
our blood, given our lives, our substance, and jeopardized our liberty.
"If you do not exclude them, in less than 200 years our descendants will be working in the fields to
furnish them substance, while they will be in the counting houses rubbing their hands. I warn you,
gentlemen, if you do not exclude the Jews for all time, your children will curse you in your graves. Jews,
gentlemen, are Asiatics, let them be born where they will or how many generations they are away from
Asia, they will never be otherwise. Their ideas do not conform to an American's, and will not even though
they live among us ten generations. A leopard cannot change its spots. Jews are Asiatics, are a menace to
this country if permitted entrance, and should be excluded by this Constitutional Convention."
Franklin's remarks were recorded in "Chit Chat Around the Table During Intermissions," a section
of the Diary of Charles Cotesworth Pinckney of South Carolina. Pickney (1746-1825) attended the
Convention as a delegate, and took down excerpts of some of the outstanding addresses and discourses,
which he later published in his diary. Perhaps the best proof of the Franklin prophecy--as with any
prophecy--lies in its actual fulfillment. What Benjamin Franklin foresaw as an ominous possibility in
1787 has today--a little over two hundred years later--become painful reality.

The Kosher Food Tax is the biggest consumer fraud existing in America. Examine every item in
your cupboards for either the (U) or (K) labels. These symbols represent a Jewish "blessing" and when
these small symbols are detected, it means that you have unwittingly paid a tax to a Jewish religious
group. They will not always be on the front of the package; they may be hidden amid the small print near
the label's seam. This cryptic code has to do with a Hebrew "secret," a heist, which illuminates the Jews'
power in the United States.
The circled "U," sometimes with the word "Parve," stands for
Union of Orthodox Jews (UOJCA), the "K" stands for Kosher (KOV
K). Both will not be found on the same package. These symbols mean
that the product's producer paid the Jews a kind of "tax" to have some
rabbi "bless" it.
Don't confuse these letters with the letter "R" which stands for
registered trade mark or a letter "C" which stands for copyright. These
two letters will probably be there too. You have now discovered what
the Jews call "hechsers," a rip-off code found on most grocery items.
In 1959, the Wall Street Journal estimated that this massive
Jewish payola at about $20 million. That is almost forty years ago. Since that time, the Jewish owned
Wall Street Journal has remained silent. The rip-off is thought to be in the hundreds of millions today.
The Jewish Post of July 30, 1976 reported that Rabbi Harvey Sentor admitted that Kov K was a "profitmaking concern." The UOJCA extracts exactly the same levy as Kov K, and in exactly the same way.
Jews, of course, defend these "blessings" in any way they can, but what this rip-off really boils
down to for the Gentile is legalized extortion. After all, the Jews represent but 2.9% of the population. It
is not an option for the Gentile to have this "tax" removed from products he buys or have the little Jewish
letters erased. He has to pay this "tax" to the Jews whether he wants to or not.
If this were nothing more than a bizarre religious ceremony, giving rabbinical approval to food
and food products prepared in a specific way to meet an unusual diet, then why are steel wool and kitchen
utensils also included? The Jews have a strange diet indeed! If these "blessings" are so important to Jews,
why do they charge for them? You would think that they would be willing to give this service free--for
benefit of their own people--and perhaps pay something to food product companies for providing this
Kosher identification. Instead, it's the reverse--companies have to pay to have the Kosher identification.
Since Jews represent a small percent of America's population, why is it that they place most of the
burden of this "tax" on the shoulders of the Gentile? Why have the Gentile consumers been so silent for

so long about this perennial extortion by the Jews? And since this burden comes off as a "tax," don't
Gentiles have a right to know where and how this money is spent? How on earth do the Jews get away
with this daylight robbery? The answer is that the Jewish blessing agencies wield enormous power
through Jewish domination of the retail and distribution trades..and Jews own America's press. Noncompliance by a food producer would quickly bring about a Jewish boycott of the product. Bankruptcy!
Here is how this clever scheme works. An Orthodox Rabbi will approach a company and warn the
owners that unless their product is certified as Kosher, or "fit for a Jew to eat", they will face a boycott by
every Jew in America. Once they succumb to this BLACKMAIL, they are required to keep the total
amount paid the Rabbis every year a strict secret!
The growth of this Kosher racket has been nothing less than phenomenal. In 1960, only 225 food
products paid the Kosher tax. By 1966, this figure grew to 476 and jumped to 1000 by 1974. Today, a
whopping 17,500 companies have been intimidated into paying this multi-level tax.
How The Kosher Tax Operates
The Union of Orthodox Rabbis which issues the (U) symbol controls 80% of the Kosher
certification business. They employ some 300 Rabbis who travel nation-wide "inspecting" food
processing plants. First, the company must pay an annual fee for the use of the copyright symbol--the (U)
or (K) or a version thereof. Second, the company must pay a separate heavy fee each time a team of
Rabbis shows up to "inspect" their plant (Certain meat packers are required to hire Rabbis full time at
extravagant salaries). Third, the company must pay these fees over and over again for each different
product they make.
Thus, General Foods pays dozens of separate fees. Also, each sub-contracting company which
provides any type of ingredient which goes into the finished product must also pay separate fees to the
"visiting Rabbis". Sometimes a single product may eventually be taxed as many as a dozen times right
down the line before it reaches you the consumer! Last, but not least, these fees must be paid annually
and they are increased each year.
Only by increasing the public awareness of the Kosher Food Tax and doing our best to refrain
from purchasing products with the "K" or "U" symbols, can we begin to end this outrage being
perpetrated upon our people. With the purchasing power of the dollar less all the time, we cannot afford
this outrage to continue unchecked.

When he was first elected, Bill Clinton promised the American people that the makeup of his
administration would mirror the face of America. In truth, it mirrors the face of Israel. Even though the
Jews only make up 2.9% of the country's population, an astounding 56% of all of Clinton's appointments
have been Jews, some of whom are listed below:
Karen Adler
Madeleine Albright
Jane Alexander
Roger Altman
Zoe Baird (Gerwitz)
Samuel Berger
Robert Boorstin
Keith Boykin
David Dreyer
Stuart Eisenstat
Jeff Eller
Tom Epstein
Judith Feder
Hershel Gober
Stanley Greenburg
Mandy Grunwald
Morton Halperin
Margaret Hamburg
Alexis Herman
Phillip Heymann
Martin Indyk
Mickey Kantor
Steve Kessler
Ron Klain
Madeleine Kunin
David Kusnet
Anthony Lake
Arthur Levitt, Jr.
Eugene Ludwig
Ira Magaziner
David Mixner
Frank Newman

Presidential Liaison to Jewish Community
Ambassador to the United Nations
Endowment for the Arts
Deputy to Secretary of the Treasury
Asst. National Security Advisor
Deputy Head of National Security
Spokesman on Health Care
Communications Aide
Communications Aide
Asst. Secretary of State for Security
Communictions Aide
Special Assistant to the President
Advisor to Secretary of Health
Asst. Secretary for Veterans' Affairs
President's Pollster
Press Conferences Consultant
Asst. Secretary of Defense
Deputy Head of Aids Dept.
Secretary to President for Public Works
Deputy Attorney General
Dir. of Mid. East Affairs for Nat. Sec. Council
U.S. Trade Representative
Commissioner of Food and Drug Administration
Third White House Counsel
Deputy Sec. of Education
Communications Aide
Chief Advisor for National Security
Chairman Securities and Exchange Comm.
Director of the Mint
Chief Advisor to the President
Special Liaison to Gay-Lesbian Community
Asst. Secretary of State for Finance

Bernard Nussbaum
Stephen Oxman
Howard Paster
Emanuel Rahm
Robert Reich
Alice Rivlin
Robert Rubin
Richard Schifter
Eli Segal
Ricki Seidman
Robert Shapiro
Joan Edelman Spero
Lawrence Summers
Peter Tarnoff
Laura Tyson
Michael Waldman
Walter Zelman

White House Counsel
Asst. Secretary of State for Europe
Pres. Secretary for Congress
Pres. Secretary for Political Affairs
Secretary of Labor
Deputy Budget Director
Treasury Secretary
U.S. Ambassador to Israel
Director, Office of National Service
Communications Aide
Economic Advisor
Asst. Sec. of State for Economic Affairs
Asst. Sec. of State for Policy
Asst. Sec. of State for Political Affairs
Head, Council of Economic Advisors
Communications Aide
Special Deputy for Health Policy

Undoubtedly, some of these names have changed by now, but the Jewish character of the Clinton
administration remains. The Jews are represented twenty times their population (2.9%). Can or should we
White Gentiles feel comfortable having such Jewish dominance over "our" government? In addition, the
difference between the Clinton administration and other administrations (such as Bush's, Reagan's,
Carter's, Ford's, etc.) is one of degree rather than kind. For example, let us take a quick look at some of
the Jews in the Gerald Ford administration:
Henry Kissinger
James Schlesinger
John Simon
Caspar Weinberger
Arthur Burns (Bernstein)
Board Seidman
Bernstein
Ron Nessen
Friedman
Alan Greenspan
Levy
Weidenfeld

Secretary of State
Secretary of Defense
Secretary of Treasury
Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare
Chairman of Federal Reserve
Ford's Financial Advisor
Federal Insurance Advisor
Press Secretary
Speechwriter
Head of Economic Council
Attorney General
Betty Ford's Secretary

Some Jews in the Carter administration follow:

Harold Brown
Michael Blumenthal
Kenneth Axelson
Arthur Burns (Bernstein)
Stuart Eizenstat
Anthony Solomon
Bertram Carp
Dave Rubenstein
Morris Dees
Robert Lipschutz
William Nordhaus
Fred Bergsten
Harold Williams
Bob Ginsburg
James Schlesinger
Michael Oxenberg
William Hyland
Robert Hormats
Michael Pertschuk
Robert Strauss
Joel Solomon
Simon Lazarus
David Tatel
Arthur Fleming
Jule Sugarman

Secretary of Defense
Secretary of Treasury
Asst. Secretary of Treasury
Chairman, Federal Reserve Board
Chief Speech Writer & Chief Dom. Affairs Adviser
Under Secretary for Monetary Affairs
Deputy, Office of Management and Budget
Deputy, Office of Management and Budget
Justice Department
Chief Counsel
Council of Economic Advisors
Asst. Secretary of Intl. Affairs in Treasury Dept.
Dir. of U.S. Securities & Exchange Commission
Advisor on International Economics
Energy Department Chief
Advisor on Chinese Affairs
Advisor on European Affairs
Advisor on International Economics
Chairman, Federal Trade Commission
Foreign-Trade Negotiator
Dir. of General Services Administration
Presidential Aide
Head of Civil Rights Div.
U.S. Civil Rights Commissioner
Federal Civil Service Commissioner

The Jews have held key positions for decades, twisting both America's foreign policy as well as its
domestic policy to meet their ends and the ends of Israel. Having control of our government is certainly
in keeping with the teachings of the Talmud--that the Jews be the masters and the Goyim (Gentiles) be
the slaves.
The fact that America gives more financial aid to Israel than any other nation in the world is proof
positive that America's foreign policy is directed onto a Jewish path. It is little wonder then why much of
the Arab world hates America. After all, would we befriend a nation which gives billions to our national
foes?

"The modern Jew is the product of the Talmud." - Michael Rodkinson, in preface of Babylonian Talmud,
page XI.
"The Talmud is to this day the circulating heart's blood of the Jewish religion. Whatever laws, customs,
or ceremonies we observe-whether we are Orthodox, Conservative, Reform, or merely spasmodic
sentimentalists-we follow the Talmud. It is our common law." - Herman Wouk, This is My God.
"What is the basis of Judaism? A practical passion and greed for profit. To what can we reduce his (the
Jew's) religious worship? To extortion. What is his real God? Cash!" - Karl Marx, founder of
Communism, quoted in the British Guardian, July-August, 1924.
"Jewish history has been tragic to the Jews and no less tragic to the neighboring nations who have
suffered them. Our major vice of old as of today is parasitism. We are a people of vultures living on the
labor and good fortune of the rest of the world." - Samuel Roth, Jews Must Live, page 18.
"The world revolution which we will experience will be exclusively our affair and will rest in our hands.
This revolution will tighten the Jewish domination over all other people." - Le Peuple Juif, February 8,
1919. "The governments of the peoples included in this world republic, with the aid of the victorious
proletariat, all will fall without difficulty into Jewish hands. Private property will then be strangled by
the Jewish directors, who will administer the state patrimony everywhere. Thus the promise of the
Talmud will be fulfilled, that is, the promise that the Jews, at the arrival of the Messiah, will possess the
key to the wealth of all the peoples of the earth." - Baruch Levy, in a letter to Karl Marx, published in the
Rothschild controlled La Revue de Paris, June 1, 1928.
"Nations will gather together to bring their homage to the people of God; the whole fortune of nations
will pass into the hands of the Jewish people, they will march behind the Jewish people, in chains as
captives, and will prostrate before it." - Isador Loeb, Le Probleme Juif.
"In everything, we are destroyers--even in the instruments of destruction to which we turn for relief...We
Jews, we, the destroyers, will remain the destroyers for ever. Nothing that you will do will meet our needs
and demands." - Maurice Samuel, You Gentiles, pages 152, 155, and 147.
"There is much in the fact of Bolshevism (Communism) itself, in the fact that so many Jews are
Bolshevists, in the fact that the ideals of Bolshevism at many points are consonant with the finest ideals of
Judaism." - The Jewish Chronicle, April 4, 1919.
"Jew and Gentile are two worlds, between you Gentiles and us Jews there lies an unbridgeable
gulf...There are two life forces in the world: Jewish and Gentile...I do not believe that this primal
difference between Gentile and Jew is reconcilable..." - Maurice Samuel, You Gentiles, page 9.

"You cannot be English Jews. We are a race, and only as a race can we perpetuate. Our mentality is of a
Hebraic character, and differs from that of an Englishman. Enough subterfuges! Let us assert openly that
we are International Jews." - Gerald Soman, Chairman of the World Jewry Fellowship, in its official
manifesto, January 1, 1935.
"Hitler was right in one thing. He calls the Jewish people a race, and we are a race." - Rabbi Stephen
Wise, N.Y. Herald-Tribune, June 13, 1938.
"Let us recognize that we Jews are a distinct nationality of which every Jew, whatever his country, his
station, or shade of belief, is necessarily a member." - Louis Brandeis, U.S. Supreme Ct. Justice,
Zionism, page 113.
"The English (or French or American, etc.) patriotism of the Jew is only a fancy-dress which he puts on
to please the people of the country." - The Jewish World, December 8, 1911.
"The Jew is an inborn Communist." - Otto Weininger, Sex and Character, page 311.
"We Jews are going to bring war on Germany." - David Brown, President of American Hebrew, in 1934,
quoted in Edmonson's I Testify, page 188.
"The Second World War is being fought for the defense of the fundamentals of Judaism." - The Chicago
Jewish Sentinel, October 8, 1942.
"The Roosevelt Administration has selected more Jews to fill influential positions than any previous
administration." - Brooklyn Jewish Examiner, October 20, 1933.
"We Jews have spoiled the blood of all the races of Europe. Taken as a whole, everything is Jewdified.
Our ideas animate everything. Our spirit reigns over the world. We are the Lords." - Dr. Kurt Munzer,
The Way to Zion.
"Give me the power to issue and control the money of a nation and I care not who makes the laws." Anselm Rothschild.
"I have never discerned what there is about incest which is really repulsive. I merely note that it is
natural and frequent for sister and brother to be lovers." - Leon Blum, Prime Minister of France, Du
Mariage.
"The Jews have a disproportionate number of mental defectives, idiots, and imbeciles." - Dr. Maurice
Fishburg, Eugenic Factors in Jewish Life. "You are not Whites--either symbolically or literally--as
anyone knows who goes to Israel." - Professor Leonard Fein at speech at 27th biennial congress of the
Jewish Board of Deputies in Johannesburg, May 15, 1972.

According to a recent article in the New York Times, American taxpayers have give over $77
billion to the Jewish nation of Israel since 1967. This huge giveaway program of the American
government actually amounts to about $16,500 for every Jew (man, woman, and child) in the nation.
Much of this money comes as a
result of the activities of the
American Israel Public Affairs
Committee, which is the largest
of the 80 odd Jewish lobbies in
Washington.
These lobbies are
interested in getting
congressmen and senators
elected that will continue
Israel's favored nation status
with the U.S. Government. For
example, gifts to potential
candidates for the 1989-1990
election amounted to $8 million according to Federal Election Commission reports. As a result of these
bribes, Israel has been successful in obtaining approximately $10 billion dollars in aid last year alone.
The U.S. government has virtually no say in how this money is spent. Any attempt to monitor the cash
gifts is taken as an insult by the Israeli government which claims that as a sovereign nation, we should
keep our hands off its internal affairs. Our hands have only one purpose--giving them more money.
This one tiny nation of only four million people alone receives approximately one third of our
foreign aid, and while foreign aid is actually decreasing to some central America and African nations, aid
to Israel is on the steady rise. The chart above shows the amount of military and economic aid that has
been given to Israel since Israel was carved out of Arab land in 1948. The sections shown in black are
loans and the sections shown in white are gifts. The chart does not list other types of foreign aid such as
aid for transportation, education, health services, etc.

Illegal Immigrants Are One-Fourth of Federal Prisoners
Over one-fourth of all inmates in federal prisons--26 percent to be exact--are illegal aliens.
Furthermore, a significant number of the estimated five to six million illegal aliens in the U.S. commit
serious crimes, according to Border Watch, the newsletter of the American Immigration Control
Foundation.
The cost to American taxpayers to house the large number of alien criminals in state and federal
prisons is estimated to be more than $1.3 billion annually. Besides the cost of housing an army of alien
criminals, America's taxpayers fork over some $45 billion each year to cover the total costs of
immigration, according to an article in the June 6, 1994 Wall Street Journal by Dan James. James writes:
"Immigrants residing in the U.S. cost U.S. taxpayers more than $45 billion annually, according to 'The
Costs of Immigration,' a just-released study by Donald L. Huddle, professor emeritus of economics at
Rice University in Houston. Mr. Huddle projects that in the 1993-2002 period the 'net cost to the
taxpayers of all taxpayers of all immigrants [in the U.S.] will total over $450 billion'. . . "Indeed, Mr.
Huddle's calculation is conservative. . . for it is predicted on an annual influx of 810,000 legal and
300,000 illegal immigrants, 1.1 million altogether; Tulane University demographer Leon Bouvier
projects an inflow of as many as 1.5 million legal and illegal immigrants yearly in the 90's."
Prof. Huddle's study covered a total of 18.1 million immigrants present in the U.S. in 1992. . .
both legal and illegal immigrants, as well as illegals granted amnesty under a 1986 law, refugees, and
those granted asylum. The study examined costs at all levels of government that year, above and beyond
the taxes they paid. ". . . The culprit is not Mexico, of course, but the Immigration Act of 1990, which
increased legal immigration by 40% and stimulated record illegal immigration. "If Congress is serious
about making spending cuts, it can begin by repealing the 1990 Immigration law and declaring a
moratorium on all immigration until, at least, we have put our finances in order. That would save us $30
billion, including the cost of currently dependent and future illegal immigrants, of the more than $45
billion all immigrants cost us annually."
Mr. Borjas, an economist at the University of California, San Diego, and Stephen Trejo, another
economist at that university's Santa Barbara campus, completed a research paper in 1990 looking at
immigrant population in the welfare system. Its findings dispel the myth widely propagated that only
economic benefits arise from rising immigration. The two confirm the "widespread perception that
unskilled immigrants are particularly prone to enter the welfare system, and that entry of large numbers
of immigrants in the past decades has increased taxpayer expenditures on income transfer programs"--that
is, welfare and other government programs.

It is widely feared that the U.S. has become a "welfare magnet" since welfare payments are often
higher than typical income opportunities in many countries of origin. The two also found that immigrant
households receive a higher level of welfare payments than do native households!
This "Third World Invasion" seems to be favored by virtually all Republicans and Democrats as
very little is being done about it. While corporate America continues to eliminate domestic jobs by the
millions by shipping industry overseas, it is simultaneously replacing American workers at home with
illegal and legal immigrants, almost all of whom come from Black, Brown, and Yellow countries, an act
which is pillaging the once-robust American economy as well as its social structure.

Approximately 34 million criminal acts were committed in the U.S. in 1992--about 94,000 crimes
daily. This is a Justice Department estimate. We don't know the exact number, because many, if not most,
crimes are not reported. We do know, however, that the national crime rate-crimes per capita-has tripled
over the past 30 years, and at least 71 percent of all violent crimes involve some kind of economic loss.
Distorted Statistics
Prior to 1986, Hispanics were classified as a distinct and separate racial group. Not anymore. The
FBI and U.S. Census Bureau no longer distinguish between Hispanics (who are actually Spanish
speaking Indians for the most part) and Whites; their crimes are lumped together in one ethnic pot.
The 22,354,059 Hispanics living in the U.S. do not exist, at least not in the ethnic sense when it
comes to the FBI compiling criminal statistics for mainstream and news organizations. Included by the
FBI as "WHITES" are not only Hispanics, but also West Asians, Jews, Middle Easterners, North
Africans, Iranians, Iraquis, Libyans, Palestinians, and Jewish refugees from the former Soviet Union.
The question that immediately comes to mind is: "Why would the FBI and the U.S. Census
Bureau classify persons of Hispanic origin as being white?" The answer might surprise you. The FBI and
the U.S. Census Bureau, along with mainstream media purposely distort criminal statistics and
conveniently classify Mexican-Americans as white because they do not want the American public to
know the truth--that Blacks are responsible for committing the vast majority of crimes here in the United
States.
For example, in 1993, there were 20,343 Americans murdered: Blacks, who compromise 12
percent of the U.S. population, committed 11,686 or a whopping 58 percent of those murders. The black
murder rate was 38.8 per 100,000. Based on their murder rate in 1986, Hispanics committed an estimated
2,242 murders in 1993. This is 10.7 per 100,000. 76 percent of the U.S. is White (European-American)
and they committed only 29.5 percent of the murders. On the other hand, Black and Hispanic minorities
combined constitute 21 percent of the population, yet they committed a staggering 68.7 percent of the
murders in the U.S. during 1993.
This means, on a per capita basis, a Black person is 12.3 times as likely to commit murder as a
White person. Since this information is not deemed "politically correct" and would perhaps offend the
black segment of society, it is offset by falsely inflating the per capita basis for whites by backhandedly
including Hispanics and other ethnic groups.
Here are some more shocking statistics:

●

More than 1,600 Whites are murdered by Blacks each year.

●

Blacks murder Whites at 18 times the rate Whites murder Blacks.

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

About 1 million Whites were murdered, robbed, assaulted, or raped by Blacks in 1992.
In the last 30 years, 170 million violent and nonviolent crimes were committed by Blacks
against Whites in the U.S.
Blacks under 18 are more than 12 times more likely to be arrested for murder than Whites
the same age.
Some 90% of the victims of race crimes are Whites.
Blacks commit 7.5 times more violent interracial crimes than Whites, although they
comprise only one-seventh of the White population.
On a per-capita basis, blacks commit 50 times more violent crimes than Whites.
Some 27 million nonviolent crimes were committed in the U.S. in 1992 alone. 31% of the
robberies involved Black offenders and White victims; only 2% involved White offenders
and Black victims.
1.3 million of the 6.6 million violent crimes committed in the U.S. each year are interracial.
Between 1964 and 1994, more than 45,000 people were killed in interracial murders in the
U.S., compared to 58,000 Americans killed in Vietnam and 38,000 killed in Korea.

The above stats were collected by an Australian reporter, Neil Sheehan, who dug out halfconcealed U.S. crime figures for an article in the Sydney Morning Herald (May 2, 1995). The contents of
his article, he commented, could not possibly be published or discussed in the U.S. mainstream media.
One wonders how many Whites have to be killed by Blacks before the N.Y. Times and Dan Rather break
the conspiratorial silence about the number of White casualties in the guerrilla war being waged against
them by Blacks.
Paved With Good Intentions, a book by Jared Taylor, also studies crime statistics by race. It must
be stressed that Blacks make up only 12% of the population according to the 1990 U.S. census (and
Black males about 6%), but they commit a vastly disproportionate number of violent crime.
Mr. Taylor reveals: 1) 58% of all arrests for weapons violations are Blacks. 2) 46% of all arrests
for violent crimes are Blacks. 3) 73% of all "justified self-defense" killings are committed by Blacks. 4)
60.5% of all Blacks are armed with some type of weapon at all times. 5) 98% of all youths arrested for
gun fights in Atlanta are Blacks.
In 1989, the FBI reported the following:
A) Blacks commit 8 times more assaults than Whites.
B) Blacks commit 9 times more rapes than Whites.
C) Blacks commit 14 times more murders than Whites.

D) Blacks commit 19 times more armed robberies.
E) Black neighborhoods are 35 times more violent than White neighborhoods.
F) There were 629,000 interracial attacks committed in 1985 (the last year the FBI "chose" to report this
information). Some nine out of every ten were committed by Blacks against Whites.
G. Black males (6% of the population) make up 46% of the nation's prison population.

Arrests by Race, 1993
The following statistics are contained within the Information Please Almanac 1996, p. 853. The
original source of this information is the Department of Justice, Federal Bureau of Investigation, Uniform
Crime Reports for the United States, 1993, released Dec. 4, 1994.
These statistics once again indicate that Blacks are committing a grossly disproportionate amount
of the crimes. However, once again it should be noted that the classification, "White," is very misleading
because even though Hispanics are not White and do not even consider themselves White, the FBI has
chosen to include their crimes among those committed by Whites.
As a consequence, crimes by White people are substantially less than the numbers would
otherwise indicate. In fact, the statistics below indicate that White European people actually commit far
fewer crimes percentage-wise than their percentage of the population.

Offense

"White"

Black

Other*

Total

Black %

8,243

11,656

344

20,243

58%

Forcible Rape

18,473

13,419

577

32,469

41%

Robbery

55,893

95,164

2,224

153,281

62%

Aggravated Assault

257,628

175,827

8,000

441,455

40%

Burglary

226,857

104,473

6,480

337,810

33%

Larceny-theft

806,511

411,705

31,087

1,249,303

33%

Motor vehicle theft

96,328

67,938

4,325

168,891

40%

Arson

11,990

3,784

299

16,073

24%

340,237

296,066

11,145

647,448

46%

1,141,686

587,900

42,191

1,771,777

33%

606,211

336,360

20,856

963,427

35%

Murder**

Violent Crimes***
Property Crimes****
Other assaults

Forgery/Counterfeit.

56,315

31,634

1,428

89,377

35%

208,601

122,614

3,836

335,051

37%

7,357

3,380

177

10,914

31%

75,432

76,889

2,258

134,579

42%

194,940

59,820

5,964

260,724

23%

124,135

96,189

3,616

223,940

43%

55,081

31,913

1,798

88,792

36%

67,435

18,304

1,842

87,581

21%

578,214

380,460

9,048

967,722

39%

7,382

7,178

760

15,320

47%

58,137

27,605

2,866

88,608

31%

Driving under influ. 1,069,632

130,026

27,631

1,227,289

11%

Fraud
Embezzlement
Stolen property-buying,
receiving, possessing
Vandalism
Weapons-carrying,
poss., etc.
Prostitution &
commercial vice
Sex offenses, except
rape & prostitution
Drug abuse violation
Gamling
Offenses against
family & children

Liquor Laws

352,567

52,533

12,240

417,340

13%

Drunkenness

481,885

107,863

14,714

604,462

18%

Disorderly conduct

391,969

203,533

11,084

606,586

34%

13,945

10,148

561

24,654

41%

1,833,220

1,039,100

55,342

2,927,662

35%

5,690

6,304

131

12,125

52%

67,091

15,382

2,683

85,156

18%

118,124

25,973

7,119

151,217

17%

7,855,287

3,647,174

239,290

11,741,751

31%

Vagrancy
All other offenses,
except traffic
Suspicion
Curfew and loitering
law violations
Runaways

Total

*Includes American Indian, Alaskan Native, and Asian and Pacific Islanders.
**Includes non-negligent manslaughter.
***Violent crimes are offenses of murder, forcible rape, robbery, and aggravated assault.
****Property crimes are offenses of burglary, larceny-theft, motor vehicle theft.

It can be seen that in only one category of crimes, driving under the influence, are Blacks actually
underrepresented, and even this is only by one percent. Perhaps this statistic can best be explained by the
fact that Blacks own fewer cars than do Whites percentage-wise.
It can further be seen that overall, Blacks are committing 2 1/2 times the amount of crimes
percentage-wise as their population in America and as far as violent crimes are concerned, they are
committing almost four times as much as their population percentage-wise. As far as murders go, Blacks
are committing almost five times as many as their population percentage-wise. Why isn't this ever
reported on the news?
Furthermore, it must be pointed out once again that many crimes go unsolved or are unreported,
particularly those involving random acts. Therefore, the number of crimes that Blacks and Hispanics are
committing may actually be much higher.

A race is a major division of the human species. Its members, though differing from one another
in many minor respects, are nevertheless, as a whole, distinguished by a particular combination of
features, principally non-adaptive, which they have inherited from ancestors alike as they are themselves.
These distinguishing features are most apparent in body, where they are both structural and measurable,
but manifest themselves also in innate capacity for intellectual and emotional development as well as
temperament and character.
Like many White people, I once thought that the only difference between the races was the color
of skin. After all, I had been taught this in school as well as by the many television programs which either
directly or indirectly promote this idea of racial equality.
However, as I grew older, I came to think twice about this idea, and as I learned more about the
world (I had an avid interest in history), it became clear to me that if the races were truly "equal", they
would have contributed to the world equally. Also, it became clear to me in my contacts with other races
that the other races did not think or act the same as White people. There was a definite difference
between us and I later learned that these differences are caused by biological differences.
There are only two ways people can be equal. One way is to be the same physically; the other is to
be the same mentally. Considering the former first, are people the same physically? No. We have tall and
short, thin and fat, young and old, White and Black, strong and weak, fast and slow, plus all sorts of
mediums and in-betweens. No equality is to be seen among individuals. As to differences among races,
there are many differences such as head shape and facial features, physical maturity at birth, brain
formation and cranial capacity, visual and auditory acuity, body size and proportions, number of
vertebrae, blood types, bone density, length of gestation period, number and distribution of sweat glands,
rate of infant development of alpha brain waves, fingerprints, ability to digest milk, hair forms and
distribution, odor, colorblindness, genetic diseases (such as sickle cell anemia and Tay Sachs), galvanic
skin resistance, pigmentation of the skin and eyes, and susceptibility to infectious diseases.
If there are this many physical differences, it would be silly to think that there would be no mental
differences, and indeed we do find that they not only exist, but are of great significance.
The brain is the most important organ in the human body. It comprises only 2% of our total body
weight but uses 25% of all the calories we consume. The brain never sleeps; it works around the clock
keeping the body functioning. Besides the thinking process, it operates the heart, respiratory and digestive
systems, and directs the body's resistance to disease.
In his epic book The Story of Man, Professor Carleton S. Coon (former President of the American

Association of Anthropologists) wrote that the weight of the average Black brain is 1249 grams,
compared to the weight of 1380 grams of the average White brain, and that the average cubic capacity of
the Black brain is 1316 cubic centimeters, and was 1481 cubic centimeters in the White Man. He also
found that brain weight and size is greatest in Whites, with Orientals second, Blacks third, and Australian
aborigines last.
The differences in brain size between the races is in large part due to the differing sizes and shapes
of the skull. Any anatomist, for example, can look at a skull and instantly tell you if it belongs to the
White or Black race, and this is borne out by the fact that when a person's body is found, that person's
race can be determined even if it is completely decomposed and only the skeleton is remaining.
The Black skull is narrow with a low forehead. It is not only smaller but is thicker than that of the
average White. The hardness and thickness of the Black skull has much to do with their success as
boxers, for they can generally absorb more blows to the head than their White counterparts. The area of
the brain termed the cerebral cortex is the most recently evolved and most complex part of the brain. It
governs the most advanced types of mental activity, such as mathematical ability and other forms of
abstract reasoning.
Dr. Coon wrote that there is a considerable difference between the Black brain and the White. The
frontal lobe of the Black forebrain is less developed than that of the White. Thus, their ability in the
performance of thinking, planning, communication, and behavior is more limited than in Whites.
Professor Coon also found that this area of the Black brain is thinner and less grooved on the outer
surface than in that of a White person, and that the development of this part of the brain ceases at an
earlier age in the Black, thus limiting further intellectual advancement. Nor is Dr. Coon alone in his
conclusions.
The following researchers, in the listed years, using different procedures, showed the differences
to run from 2.6 to 7.9% in favor of Whites: Todd (1923), Pearl (1934), Simmons (1942), and Connolly
(1950). In 1980, Khang-cheng Ho and associates, working at the Case Western Institute of Pathology,
determined that White men had brains 8.2% larger than those of Black men, while White women had
brains 8.1% larger than those of Black women. (Women's brains are smaller than men's if measured
absolutely, but larger in proportion to their body size).
Even more important than brain size are differences in brain shape, fissuration, the number of
pyramidal neurons, and supra-grandular layer thickness. It has long been known that the depth of
fissuration is related to superior intelligence, and the brains of Whites have deeper fissures in the frontal
and occipital regions. In 1932 and 1934, studies by F.W. Vint showed that the supra-grandular layer of
Black brains is 16% smaller than it is for White brains.
Black infants mature faster than White infants. Their motor skills develop earlier, along with their
mental alertness, but they later start falling behind, so that by the age of five, Whites have not only caught
up, but have developed a 15 point I.Q. advantage. By age six, the larger brain size of young Whites is

clearly evident. (Of all the I.Q. tests that have ever been given, most show the I.Q. differences to run from
15% to 23% with 15% being the more common).
Studies by Todd (1923), Vint (1932 & 1934), Pearl (1934), Simmons (1942), Connolly (1950),
and Ho (1980 & 1981) showed major differences between the races in both brain size and development,
and hundreds of psychometric experiments have again and again confirmed the 15 point average I.Q.
advantage that Whites hold over Blacks. However, such studies are very much discouraged today and
there would be a frenzied effort to suppress them if they did take place.
Indeed, studying the biological differences between the races seems to be one of the only topics in
our country that is "off limits" to talk about. The findings of Professor Audrey Shuey, in a monumental
compendium of 50 years of I.Q. tests entitled, The Testing of Negro Intelligence, are that the Black, on
the average, scores 15 to 20 points lower than Whites. This research has recently been confirmed by the
bestseller, The Bell Curve.
The average overlap (in which exceptional Blacks score the same as Whites) is only 11%.
Equality would require a 50% overlap. According to Professor Henry Garrett, author of Children: Black
and White, for every one gifted Black, there are 7 to 8 gifted Whites. He also states that 80% of gifted
Blacks are of mixed blood. In addition, the researchers Baker, Eyseneck, Jensen, Peterson, Garrett,
Pinter, Shuey, Tyler, and Yerkes all agree that Blacks are inferior in reasoning and abstract thought,
numerical calculation and conceptual memory.
It should also be noted that those of mixed blood score higher than those of pure Black ancestry
but lower than those of pure White ancestry. This explains why light-skinned Blacks are almost always
more intelligent than dark-skinned. An easy way for you to examine whether this is true or not is to look
at the "Blacks" on television, particularly on news programs. Many of them have as much or more White
blood than Black, and as a result, are more capable of communication more on a par with Whites.
The argument has been made that I.Q. tests are somehow "culturally biased." However, this can be
easily refuted by the fact Asians right off the boat from Asia, totally unaccustomed to our culture (which
certainly cannot be said of American Blacks), outperform Blacks on these tests. Also, American Indians,
who clearly are the most socially disadvantaged group in America, also outperform Blacks. Lastly, poor
Whites with few advantages still outperform upper class Blacks who have been thoroughly integrated
into our culture.
Furthermore, every I.Q. test which has been given by the U.S. Dept. of Education, all branches of
the Armed Forces, state, county, and city boards of education, have always found that Blacks test on an
average of 15 points lower than White children. If the tests were culturally biased, it would be practically
impossible that each test, which contains a great variety of questions, could possibly be biased to such a
precise degree.
The chart below from the Society for Research on Child Development demonstrates that the vast majority
of Black children score in the lower range on I.Q. tests.

As an I.Q. of 85 to 115 is considered normal, it can be seen that the majority of Black children fall
below this. It can also be seen that many more White children than Black have I.Q.'s of more than 100.
The difference in raw brainpower is not the only mental difference between Whites and Blacks.
According to J.P. Rushton's analysis, Blacks are more excitable, more violent, less sexually restrained,
more impulsive, more prone to crime, less altruistic, less inclined to follow rules, and less cooperative.
The crime statistics, the impulsive and violent nature of most crimes that Blacks commit, the fact that
integrated schools require more discipline and oftentimes the presence of police than do all-white
schools, and the more willingness on the part of Blacks to participate in riots would all seem to confirm
Mr. Rushton's observations.
Thomas Dixon, author of the book which became probably the greatest movie of all time, "The
Birth of a Nation," perhaps put the idea of racial equality between Whites and Blacks best when he wrote
the following:
"Education, sir, is the development of that which is. Since the dawn of history the Negro has
owned the continent of Africa--rich beyond the dream of poet's fancy, crunching acres of diamonds
beneath his bare black feet. Yet he never picked one up from the dust until a White man showed to him its
glittering light. His land swarmed with powerful and docile animals, yet he never dreamed a harness,
cart, or sled. A hunter by necessity, he never made an axe, spear, or arrowhead worth preserving beyond
the moment of its use.
"He lived as an ox, content to graze for an hour. In a land of stone and timber he never sawed a
foot of lumber, carved a block, or built a house save of broken sticks and mud. With league on league of
ocean strand and miles of inland seas, for four thousand years he watched their surface ripple under the
wind, heard the thunder of the surf on his beach, the howl of the storm over his head, gazed on the dim
blue horizon calling him to worlds that lie beyond, and yet he never dreamed a sail!"
At one time, when there was much more expression of free thought and the media was not so

thoroughly under Jewish control, the books of science and reference readily expounded upon the facts
above. The Book of Popular Science, Vol. 11, 1931 edition, page 515, for example, stated the following
under its "Chapter on Primitive People":
"The verdict is that the Negro does belong to an inferior race. His brain capacity is poorer, its
construction simpler . . . It is in this respect that alcohol and other drugs which paralyze self-control are
his enemies."
A second example is a direct quote from the section on "NEGRO" in The Encyclopedia Britanica,
11th Edition, page 244:
"The colour of the skin, which is also distinguished by a velvety surface and a characteristic
odour, is due not to the presence of any special pigment, but to the greater abundance of the colouring
matter in the Malpighian mucous membrane between the inner or true skin and the epidermis or scarf
skin. Excess of pigmentation is not confined to the skin; spots of pigment are often found in some of the
internal organs, such as the liver, spleen, &c. Other characteristics appear to be a hypertrophy of the
organs of excretion, a more developed venous system, and a less voluminous brain, as compared with the
white races.
"In certain of the characteristics mentioned above the negro would appear to stand on a lower
evolutionary plane than the white man, and to be more closely related to the highest anthropoids (apes).
The characteristics are length of arm, prognathism, a heavy massive cranium with large zygomatic
arches, flat nose depressed at base, &c.
"Mentally, the negro is inferior to the white. The remark of F. Manetta, made after a long study of
the negro in America, may be taken as generally true of the whole race: 'the negro children were sharp,
intelligent, and full of vivacity, but on approaching the adult period a gradual change set in. The intellect
seemed to become clouded, animation giving place to a sort of lethargy, briskness yielding to indolence.
We must necessarily suppose that the development of the negro and white proceeds on different lines.
While with the latter the volume of the brain grows with the expansion of the brainpan, in the former the
growth of the brain is on the contrary arrested by the premature closing of the cranial sutures and lateral
pressure of the frontal bone.' This explanation is reasonable and probable as a contributing cause..."
Why has this information been removed? Simply put, it has been removed because it did not
conform to the agenda of the government and media. Please remember that until the 1960s, racial
differences between the White and Black races were almost universally known and accepted. These are
the biological facts of race. I realize that they may not be "politically correct" but facts are no less facts if
they are "politically correct" or not.
It is not hatred to state these biological facts that the White race possesses more intellectual
capability than the other races any more than it is hatred to state that humans possess more intellectual
capability than animals and some animals possess more intellectual capability than other animals. Science
has nothing to do with hatred, but with reality.

History itself may very well be considered the greatest evidence as to the inherent differences
between the races in the capability of forming and/or maintaining civilizations. Just as we measure a
student's performance in school on what grades he or she receives, we can also measure the performance
of the human races on what they have accomplished throughout history.
While most people are aware of the White origins of the ancient Roman, Greek, and Sumerian
civilizations, fewer are aware of the White origins of the ancient Egyptian, Central American, Indian,
Chinese, and Japanese civilizations.
In essence, upon examining these civilizations, we can find not only that they were indeed created
by White people, but that their decline and fall can be attributed to the fact that the creators of them
intermarried with non-whites with the resulting offspring unable to maintain what their ancestors had
created.
Though we lack the space to cover this massive topic as thoroughly as it can and has been covered
in other sources, I hope that the information which is provided below (from the book, White America)
will enable you to understand that Race has played a crucial role in history, a role which our people
would be wise to recognize lest we should continue our current path of "colorblindness", a path which
can only result in the destruction of the civilization our forefathers created for us.
Written records cover but a short last chapter in human history. To grasp the results of contact by
races, it is necessary to push back the curtain of history and trace earlier events. Prehistoric migrations of
the Whites since the dawn of time carried with them the germs of intellect and culture which would later
develop. When races are in permanent contact, there is racial intermarriage creating a mongrel race.
However, the language, carvings, statues, and monuments remain to prove that members of the White
race once built the civilization.
Members of the White race have always been in motion, being away from Europe almost as much
as they have been there. Civilization dawned along the Nile and Euphrates. Early White people ventured
out to Greece, Rome, and Carthage. To the East they travelled to India and on to Asia. These race
movements can easily be followed by skeletal remains, skull formations, implements, burial mounds, etc.
A sign of the ancient White man was his burial cell and block (which led to todays vault and
tombstone). J. McMillan Brown calls them: "A Caucasian track across the earth." Renowned British
ethnologist Prof. A.H. Keane wrote: "These neo-lithic monuments, all of the stone cell and block types
are found in Asia, Iran, Syria, Palestine, Arabia, Northern Africa, Ethiopia, the Crimea, the British Isles,
and China." This megalithic engineering is not found among the yellow or black races.

White Egypt
Sir Harry Johnston, the foremost authority on Egypt, in his book History of Egypt, says that Egypt
was a White nation. Early Egyptians recognized that interbreeding with the Negroes to the south in Nubia
would dilute their race. Through race-mixing, the decay would eventually destroy their civilization.
Besides the massive evidence that exists otherwise, the idea that the Egyptian civilization was
founded or ruled by Blacks is easily dismissed by the simple fact that the Egyptians named the land to the
south of them (after they had conquered Nubia), "Sudan," which means "land of the Blacks." If the
Egyptians were Black themselves, it would make little sense to classify the land to the south of them as
"land of the Blacks."
Egypt was divided into two nations--Upper Egypt and Lower Egypt. The first Pharoah, Menes,
ruled in the year 3400 B.C. Menes conquered the Black Nubians and built a great dam to divert the
waters of the Nile. Thus they were able to drain the swamps and build a vast farming community in the
fertile land. Under Menses, hieroglyphic writing (the first alphabetic signs) were developed. It would be
2,500 years later before any other people thought up an alphabet.
Egyptian mummies have been exhumed which are complete with hair, eyes, and skin which are
strictly from the White race. The great engineering skills which resulted in the construction of the huge
pyramids declined as interbreeding between the races spread. By breeding downward their culture
gradually disappeared. It was a slow retrogression of both mind and body.
Under the Pharaoh Namar, the first huge stone temples were erected using 120,000 Black Nubians
as slave laborers. The following six dynasties (years 2,929 B.C. to 2,475 B.C.) saw the development of a
formal religion, an orderly government, society, industry, and art. All would be superior to that which
would follow them.
The Egyptians were the first to discover the use of metals as tools. Thus the drill was developed
which would cut slabs of stone blocks twenty to thirty feet long weighing fifty to sixty tons. They had
drills of copper, long copper saws, which brought forth mighty weapons.
Pyramids were built that would be very difficult to build today. The Great Pyramid was built of
two million three hundred thousand stone blocks each weighing two and a half tons. They were floated
on rafts from quarries south of Cairo and raised on enormous ramps. This single project took ten years to
complete. The Great Pyramid is 481 feet high and the blocks are so close that the edges are fitted one ten
thousandth of an inch together, which is equal to optical work today.
The Sixth Dynasty began the use of Black troops recruited in Nubia against their enemies. This
had much to do with the final decay and collapse of Egypt. By the year 1,500 B.C., half of the people of
Southern Egypt were of mixed blood. Some 800 years later, all progress ended when Teharka became the

first mulatto Pharaoh in 688 B.C.
Blacks came to Egypt as soldiers, slaves, and captives from other nations. They lived in squalid
settlements along the Nile outside the White communities. Certain Pharaohs sought to prevent the
mongrelization of the Egyptian race and made it a death penalty to bring Blacks north. One fort was
erected on the Nile in central Egypt to stop the passage of Blacks to the north.
However, important people were always able to circumvent the law and their slaves were
permitted to pass. This is similar to what happened in this country, where even though interracial
marriage was against the law in the majority of states until the late sixties, racial intermarriage still
occurred both during and after slavery was abolished.
The White Egyptian race is now extinct. The later mulatto Pharaohs also wanted to be buried in
pyramids but could not figure out how to build them. Thus they removed the name of an early Pharaoh
and inserted their own and were buried under the old pyramid. Art, science, and literature died out.
White India
The ancient Aryans came from Persia and entered India by way of Afghanistan (where their White
descendants can still be found). To the south, they conquered and enslaved a dark aboriginal race. These
people can be traced to the Asiatic branch of the Black race.
Historian Madison Grant found that the Aryanized Whites of India spoke a language directly
traceable to the old Sanskrit of the Mediterranean White people. The great Aryan civilization of India
existed from 2,000 B.C. to 1,400 B.C. Their writings reveal a vigorous White society, a conquering
people, well organized, respecting their women and already in possession of ancient laws. They glorified
in agriculture, were passionately religious, and imposed their faith and culture on the surrounding colored
population whom they referred to with contempt. They called themselves "a people of fair complexion."
Besides complexion, a high bridged nose elevated a person over dark people who have a roundwide nose. Even today, the "nasal index" influences the status of Indians in the caste system. The Aryans
set up the caste system to prevent racial intermarriage and they established the Hindu religion which
promoted the ideal of maintaining racial purity.
The caste system of segregation helped to prolong the Aryan civilization, but eventually,
mongrelization set in. The big question was--how to preserve the White race and still utilize the inferior
colored peoples? They decided that the answer was: "caste, enforced by law and religion."
Originally, caste divided the people into five divisions--warriors, priests, farmers, merchants, and
laborers. The first was made up of the purest of the Aryans and the last of the subjected mixbreeds.
People were required to marry within their own caste. The very black lowest race was not even allowed
to enter the system and were called "outcasts." They were considered barely human. This is how the term
"outcast" originated.

Caste prevented mixed marriages but was incapable of preventing illegitimate sexual unions. The
Aryans were intent on retaining the purity of their White race, but were unable to discover those engaging
in sexual relations with the "low caste coloreds." Thus, they turned their wrath on the "half-castes" (halfbreeds). They were not allowed to live within the confines of cities. Under certain conditions, soldiers
were permitted to slay them without mercy.
With time, the mixed breeds multiplied and the caste system broke down. Today, less than 10% of
the Indian people can be classified as "White." Nevertheless, these Whites still make up the ruling class.
Whites In Asia
Professor Keane wrote: "The dominant position in society seems destined into the future to be held
by the large and much convoluted brain of the White Caucasian people." A branch of the White race
followed a Northern route into Northern China, Mongolia, Korea, and to Japan.
It is admitted that some people living there today are partly White. Furthermore, the early Chinese
civilization has been linked to that existing in Babylonia (a White civilization) in prior centuries. The
people of southern China and Indochina are a much darker race than the "Whiter" Asiatics to the north.
The Japanese are of part White ancestry. Even to this day, the White "Ainu" people live in the
mountains of northern Japan and are definitely White people. They are also found on the northern
Japanese island of Yezo.
The Chinese have the ability to hold on to science but not to advance it (which the Japanese--a
more Whiter race--are efficient at). The Chinese suffer from arrest of mental development (further
development of the brain) by the closure of the sutures of the skull (like the Blacks) at an earlier age than
do the Europeans or Japanese. The Races of Man, by Deniker, page 363, states: "Southern Siberia and
North Mongolia are covered with stone circles, barrows, burial places, skulls, iron and copper, which
are of European origin."
Early Chinese records refer to blond tribes and there remain fair-skinned blue-eyed people in
Manchuria and Korea today. The rulers of China for the most part have been of hybrid-White descent.
The Chinese civilization was more creative 2,500 years ago than it is today--especially in the
southern provinces. Madison Grant, in his widely acclaimed book, The Passing of the Great Race, wrote:
"The Chinese seem to be almost as incapable of progress as the Negroes themselves. The only essential
difference being that the arrest of mental development comes later in life for the yellow man than for the
black."
Whites in South America
Prominent ethnologists are confident that the White race is responsible for the cultures of Mexico

and Peru. The American Indian came from Mongolia in Asia. They ventured here from Siberia to Alaska
and down into Central and South America. Did the White follow the Mongolian on the same route to
America?
We also know that the Vikings came from Greenland and Iceland to settle in western Canada and
the New England states. The White race built an early civilization in the Americas. By the time the
Spaniards arrived, their society was already crumbling.
The White aristocratic leadership exhibited very different racial features than do the Mongolian
Indian population which make up the vast majority of the people living in Mexico today. They built
mighty pyramids like those in Egypt and originally had a religion similar to that of the Whites in India.
In fact, there is substantial evidence that Egyptians themselves sailed in reed boats across the
Atlantic and settled in Mexico. This would explain for example how it is that the Castillo pyramid on
Mexico's Yucatan peninsula is an exact duplicate of those found in Egypt. Thor Heyerdahl indeed built a
replica of an Egyptian papyrus-reed boat and sailed it safely from Egypt to Mexico to show how the
White Mayans arrived.
These pyramid builders did not have the slanted eyes of the Indian nor the short round nose--the
art that these builders created demonstrates this full well. For example, the sculptures which have been
found all reveal a people with a high-bridged nose, thin lips, and oftentimes beards--all characteristics
which Indians do not share. There is no doubt that these people intermarried with the Indian people,
which, like Egypt and India, caused the downfall of their civilization.
The American Indians
The mysterious American "Indian" mounds were not built by the present day Mongolian Indians.
The White pioneers asked the Indians about the pyramid type mounds. They did not know how they were
constructed or for what purpose.
We now know that a mixed people from Mexico journeyed up the Mississippi and spread east
building the pyramid mounds as grave sites (like in Egypt) and as defensive fortifications for their rulers.
Why America is More Advanced than Mexico and South America
Far more slaves were brought to South America than to the U.S. The Blacks and Indians freely comingled with many of the original Spanish and the Portugese. Thus there was interbreeding on a massive
scale. This is why a continent, far richer in natural resources, lags far behind the U.S. in progress.
Garcia Calderon, a Peruvian diplomat in his book Latin America, wrote:
"The Negro is a formal influence in Latin America. They are revenged for their enslavement in
that their blood is mingled with that of their masters. South American civilization is dependent upon the

numerical predominance of the Spaniard over the mulatto, the Negro, and the Indian."
As mentioned earlier, when the White and non-white intermix, the result will be offspring often
with higher intelligence than the non-white parent, but intelligence lower than the White parent. Thus, the
offspring are unable to continue the accomplishments of their White ancestors. This explains why
America, with fewer natural resources than Mexico and South America, is so grossly superior in standard
of living, culture, technology, etc. -- not only do White people form a majority of America's population,
but much less racial intermixing has taken place.
In addition, it cannot be said that the deciding factor has been our Constitution and democratic
ideals, since both Mexico and most of the Central and South American countries have Constitutions and
democratic ideals quite similar to ours.

"All is race; there is no other truth ,and every race must fall which carelessly suffers its blood to become
mixed." - Benjamin Disraeli, Jewish Prime Minister of Great Britain, in Tancred, by Frederick Warne,
London, 1868, p. 106.
"No man will treat with indifference the principle of race. It is the key to history, and why history is often
so confused is that it has been written by men who are ignorant of this principle and all the knowledge it
involves. . . Language and religion do not make a race--there is only one thing which makes a race, and
that is blood." - Benjamin Disraeli, in Endymion pp. 249-250. .
"Whatever may be the sociological value of the legal fiction that 'all men are born free and equal,' there
can be no doubt that...in its biological application, at any rate, this statement is one of the most
stupendous falsehoods ever uttered by man through his misbegotten gift of articulate speech." - Dr.
Earnest Hooton, Professor of Anthropology at Harvard University, Crime and the Man, p. 342.
"Negro equality! Fudge!! How long, in the government of a God, great enough to make and maintain this
Universe, shall there continue to be knaves to vend, and fools to gulp, so low a piece of demagogism as
this?" - Abraham Lincoln (From Fragments: Notes for Speeches, September 1859, Vol. III, p.399 of The
Collected Works of Abraham Lincoln).
"I will say then that I am not, nor ever have been in favor of bringing about in any way the social and
political equality of the White and Black races--that I am not nor ever have been in favor of making
voters or jurors of Negroes, nor of qualifying them to hold office, nor to intermarry with White people,
and I will say in addition to this that there is a physical difference between the White and Black races
which I believe will forever forbid the two races living together on terms of social and political equality.
And inasmuch as they cannot so live, while they do remain together there must be the position of superior
and inferior, and I as much as any other man am in favor of having the superior position assigned to the
White race. . . I give. . . the most solemn pledge that I will to the very last, stand by the law of the State,
which forbids the marrying of white people with negroes." - Abraham Lincoln (Fourth Debate with
Stephen Douglas at Charleston, Illinois on September 18, 1858, Vol. III, p. 145-146 of The Collected
Works of Abraham Lincoln).
"Now I say to you, my fellow citizen, that in my opinion, the signers of the Declaration of Independence
had no reference to the Negro whatever. One great evidence is to be found in the fact that at the time
every one of the thirteen colonies was a slaveholding colony, every signer of the Declaration
representing a slaveholding constituency, and not one of them emancipated his slaves, much less offered
citizenship to them when they signed the Declaration. If they intended to declare the Negro was equal of
the white man, they were bound that day and hour to have put the Negroes on an equality with
themselves." - Abraham Lincoln, during the October 16, 1858 debate in Peoria, IL with Douglas. "I can
conceive of no greater calamity than the assimilation of the Negro into our social and political life as our

equal. . . We can never attain the ideal union our fathers dreamed, with millions of an alien, inferior race
among us, whose assimilation is neither possible nor desirable." - Abraham Lincoln, after signing the
Emancipation Proclamation (like other presidents, Lincoln sought to repatriation of freed Blacks to
Africa).
"Nothing is more certainly written in the book of fate than that these people (the Blacks) are to be free,
nor is it less certain that the two races, equally free, cannot live in the same government." - Thomas
Jefferson (Letter to George Washington, Jan. 4, 1786).
"The major cause for American Negroes intellectual and social deficits is hereditary and racially genetic
in origin and thus not remedial to a major degree by improvement in environment." - Dr. William
Shockley, of Stanford University, Nobel Prize winner
"I have given my life to try to alleviate the sufferings of Africa. There is something that all white men who
have lived here like I must learn and know: that these individuals are a sub-race. They have neither the
intellectual, mental, or emotional abilities to equate or to share equally with white men in any function of
our civilization. I have given my life to try to bring them the advantages which our civilization must offer,
but I have become well aware that we must retain this status: the superior and they the inferior. For
whenever a white man seeks to live among them as their equals they will either destroy him or devour
him. And they will destroy all of his work. Let white men from anywhere in the world, who would come to
Africa, remember that you must continually retain this status; you the master and they the inferior like
children that you would help or teach. Never fraternise with them as equals. Never accept them as your
social equals or they will devour you. They will destroy you." - Dr. Albert Schweitzer, winner of the 1952
Nobel Prize for peace, in his 1961 book, From My African Notebook.
"I am apt to suspect the Negroes to be naturally inferior to the Whites. There scarcely ever was a
civilization of their complexion, nor even any individual, eminent either in action or speculation." - David
Hume, English philosopher, in his book, Essays, Moral and Political, Vol. II.
"If a man acknowledges the facts of race, he is a racist. I suppose if he acknowledges the facts of sex he is
a sexist!" - Carleton Putnam, writer, in an address to the Washington Putnam Letters Club, Feb. 12, 1963.
Published in The Mankind Quarterly, Vol. IV, No. 1, pp. 12-27. See p. 19.
"A racist is a man who believes in history, genetics, and his eyes!" - Tom Anderson, Article: "Tom
Anderson's Straight Talk on Equality and Race," The Citizen, Jackson, Miss., June 1970.
"As a social anthropologist, I naturally accept and even stress the fact that there are major differences,
both mental and psychological, which separate the different races of mankind. Indeed, I would be
inclined to suggest that however great may be the physical differences between such races as the
European and the Negro, the mental and psychological differences are greater still." - L.S.B. Leakey, in
The Progress And Evolution Of Man In Africa (Oxford University Press), 1961.
"It will be seen that when we classify mankind by color, the only one of the primary races, given by this
classification, which has not made a creative contribution to any one of our twenty-one civilizations is the
Black Race." - Dr. Arnold Toynbee, The Study of History, Vol. I, page 233.

"In most if not all of the newly independent Black nations of Africa, little if anything during the past 5000
or more years can be pointed to as having made a contribution that in any way enhances the life of man."
- Walter Arnold, The Evolution of Man in Relation to That of the Earth, Part V, The Mankind Quarterly,
Vol. X, No.2 (Oct-Dec 1969) p. 78.

My Friend! You have now been presented with a substantial amount of facts, facts which the government
and media don't want you to know and which bears heavily on the racial, religious, and political issues facing our
people and nation.
If you are reading this, I assume that you have been open-minded enough to read these facts from
beginning to end and I wish to compliment you for doing so. This has been a good deal of reading, and probably
in some ways difficult reading at that because of much contained here is new to you and probably indeed at least
in part opposed to that which you have previously thought to be true.
You may have occasionally asked yourself, while reading this, "where is all of this leading?" and "what is
the point exactly?" The facts presented were deliberately written in this way so that you may come up with your
own conclusions, but conclusions on a number of issues, but conclusions based on accurate information presented
to you for the first time.
In order for these facts to be presented to you in an objective manner, it was necessary that I write this in
this way. As I mentioned at the outset, this publication was designed to provide you with the facts and was not
designed to provide you with the solution to problems presented by these facts.
However, I will show how you to obtain the solution to these problems. While human beings often have a
tendency to complicate things, the solution to these problems is actually very simple, but do require more
reading!
If these facts have interested you at all, there are two books which you will want to obtain so that you may
understand what all of these facts really mean for ourselves as well as our children. There are two books which
amplify many of the facts set forth here and completely set forth the solution to these problems.
These books are: Nature's Eternal Religion and The White Man's Bible. They are both available from our
Creativity Movement, World Headquarters, for $10 each which we must charge in order to present our people
with publications such as this and continue to print our books.
Make no mistake though, my friend. We do not propose a supernatural solution to the problems these facts
present. We propose a practical, realistic, down-to-earth approach. If you would like to obtain these books one at
a time, I recommend that you obtain Nature's Eternal Religion first as it was written first and The White Man's
Bible begins on the premise that you have already read it.
Though both books are almost five hundred pages each, you will hardly want to put them down. They
provide many of the "why's" and will tell you where all of this is heading. You have nothing to lose by ordering
these books and everything to gain. The future of our families and our country depends on our being informed
and motivated to stand for it.
We didn't provide you with these facts just to cause waves; we did so because we hope that now you have

enough information to make a valid judgment, facts which have a great impact on the society in which we live,
we hope that you will one day act on these facts. Our children depend on it. I hope to hear from you soon and
wish you well!
Yours Truly,

Rev. Matt Hale
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Creativity Movement
P.O. Box 2002
East Peoria, IL 61611
United States of America
http://www.creator.org
"There is not a truth existing which I fear, or which I would not want known to the whole world." - Thomas
Jefferson

